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Third Party Connections (IGT & UIP) 
Weekly Whereabouts Briefing Note 

 

 

1. Introduction 

The intent of this briefing note is to remind the Utility Infrastructure Providers (UIP) and Independent 
Gas Transporters (IGT) community that there is a requirement in IGEM/TD/101 Ed. 3 for weekly 
whereabouts to be submitted to the adopting GT. This is to provide the opportunity for the GT to 
undertake site audits on construction activities prior to commissioning and adoption.  

2. IGEM/TD/101 Ed. 3 - Adoption of pipe systems by a GT - Management of UIP 
activities 

IGEM/TD/101 Ed. 3 has been written to help shape and define the minimum information that shall 
pass between a UIP and an adopting GT when laying newly constructed natural gas mains and services 
(pipelines) along with other associated installations e.g. Pressure Reduction Installations (PRI) up to a 
Maximum Operating Pressure (MOP) of 7Barg.  

This briefing note focuses on Section 8.8 of IGEM/TD/101 Ed. 3 - Programme of works, extract below.  

"8.8 Programme of Works  

8.8.1 The UIP shall submit a programme of works (whereabouts) to the adopting GT on a weekly basis 
and for the duration of the work. This shall be provided in advance of the commencement of 
operations to enable the adopting GT to undertake independent site audits.  

8.8.2 The programme shall provide the following minimum criteria:  

• GT Reference number  
• Team name / Contact Number  
• Team Energy and Utility Skills Register (EUSR) numbers 
• Site Location  
• Developer Name  
• Work type, for example main/service/connection/meters/PRI 
• Pipe Size 
• Pressure Tier 
• New Roads and Street Works Act (NRSWA) Notice confirmation  
• Safe Control of Operations (SCO) permitry confirmation  

8.8.3 Any alterations to the submitted programme shall be forwarded to the GT as soon as reasonably 
practicable". 
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3. Scope of Works 

All works that shall form part of Cadent's network shall be considered within the scope of this Briefing 
Note. This is to include IGT Connections where the connection and first point of isolation shall form 
part of the Cadent Network.  

Note: This also includes works that are being laid at UIP risk with no Design Authorisation or 
GL/5 Part C.  

 

4. Format of Submission 

The submissions shall consist of:  

1. A high-level programme showing key construction activities and target dates 
2. A weekly programme of works (whereabouts) containing details of planned activities at 

specific locations (chainage) 

Note: Chainage is to start at the Point of Connection to the ECV Location  

 

A template has been developed for the submission of weekly whereabouts, this can be found here. 
(Link at bottom of document)   

Where projects are of significant complexity or duration it may be appropriate for other forms of 
whereabouts submission to be agreed on an exceptional basis in addition to the above requirements.  

Cadent does not intend to delay the UIP activities with this request but to utilise the opportunity to 
undertake site audits. 

It is anticipated that one project may require multiple lines representing construction activities in 
the construction plan. An example has been provided for clarity.  

Weekly whereabout are to be submitted Cadent via Box.DueDiligence@cadentgas.com on a weekly 
basis. 

5. Implementation Guidelines  

Considering this requirement has been in IGEM/TD/101 Ed.3 (published in 2018) and further clarified 
through the GIRS Advisory Panel and GIRS Provider Forum (30/09/2020 & 15/09/2020 respectively). 
Compliance to this Briefing Note is with Immediate effect.  

  

https://cadentgas.com/services/3rd-party/igt-uip/igt-uip-document-library
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6. Supporting Documents & Links

Item Embedded Item 
Worked Example of Whereabouts Spreadsheet 

Whereabouts.xlsx

Example of Chainage on Plan 
Whereabouts 
Example.pptx

Minutes from 15/09/2020 GIRS Provider Forum Section 3.5 
GIRS_Provider_Foru
m_Minutes_15_09_20 

Minutes from 30/09/2020 GIRS Provider Forum Section 3.3 
GIRSAP_Minutes_30
th_September_2020_

https://cadentgas.com/services/3rd-party/igt-uip/igt-uip-document-library 

https://cadentgas.com/services/3rd-party/igt-uip/igt-uip-document-library
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Minutes of GIRS Advisory Panel Meeting 


Microsoft Teams Meeting 


30th Sept 2020 10:00 am 


In attendance: 


Les Thomas (LT) Lloyd’s Register 
Leigh Keegan (LK) Scotia Gas Networks 
Dave Morgan (DM) UIP Representative 
Zenon Przybyszewski (ZP) Last Mile Asset Management 
Simon Lees (SL) ES Pipelines 
John McLuskey (JM) Energy Assets 
Peter O’Neill (PO) Cadent 
Geoff Harle (GH) Northern Gas Networks 
Keith Johnston (KJ) GTC 
Vaughan Carver (VC) ES Pipelines 
Festus Enabosi (FE) Cadent 
Paul Leighton (PL) Fulcrum 
Carl Day (CD) WWU 
Dean O’Dee (DO) UIP Representative  
Karl Miller (KM) Lloyds Register 
Tina Hawke (TH) Cadent 


Apologies: There were no apologies 


1. Welcome introductions and apologies for absence
After brief introductions, LT welcomed everyone to the third GIRSAP meeting of 
2020. There were no apologies for absence. 


2. Election of new chairperson
It was explained that Mark Chapman, the former Chair of the panel had retired 
from ESP and consequently there was a need to elect a new chairperson. 
LT gave a background to the historical representatives and explained the Terms of 
Reference requirements for the post as defined in the Memorandum of 
Understanding. 


Following discussions, Leigh Keegan of SGN was appointed to the role uncontested 
following various declarations of support from both the iGTs and GTs in 
attendance.  


ACTION BY 
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3. Lloyds Register Report 
3.1 Surveillance visit results - Year to date 
The surveillance visit detailed results are included in the slide pack.  
 
LT provided an overview of the surveillance visits for the year to date. It was 
explained that Covid 19 caused most UIPs to suspend operations for a short period 
and there was a slight impact with a drop in availability for SVs.  


 
It was confirmed that there were no months when LR could not attend site, but 
that work availability reduced the UIPs option for supplying suitable work for 
assessment. 


 
Where site visits were not possible, some UIPs had agreed to amend their design 
audit schedule for audit using Microsoft teams and some annual partial 
assessments had been completed using this process.  
 
LR do have a Remote auditing tool that has been trialled but is not really 
appropriate for site construction audits and even remote office inspections using 
Teams is flawed when dealing with new companies that are unknown to LR. 
Finally, it was explained that many UIPs have now ramped up their activities 
meaning the audit schedule was largely back on track. 
 
3.2 Discussion of Findings raised 
It was shown that the majority of findings (63) were raised under section 7 of GIG 
2 Work Issue and Control. Further interrogation reveals that 43 of these findings 
and the two major deficiencies were related to section 7g Equipment Calibration 
and control. 


 
The discussion ensued as to what constitutes a major and minor deficiency and it 
was reiterated that this is defined in GIG 2. It was also explained that the definition 
of major and minor is not really a big issue as most UIPs tend to rectify any 
deficiencies within short timescales. Concerns were raised regarding asset related 
failures and the classification of these; however, it was reiterated that the major 
and minor process only really affect the timescale for resolution as majors have a 
30day response, minors are closed out at the next surveillance visit. It was also 
clarified that only Major Deficiencies were reported to the adopting network 
owners as minor deficiencies may not be asset related. 


 
It was agreed that all network owners would furnish LR with criteria for 
deficiencies for discussion in the next meeting to seek possible improvements in 
GIG 2. 
 
 
 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL 
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3.3 FM144 connections & communication to both IGTs 
During discussion, ZP raised the issue with notification to the downstream iGT 
when a UIP completes an FM144 type connection on a GDNs asset. Clearly, as 
minuted recently in the UIP Forum there is a TD101 requirement that all 
connections shall be notified to both the upstream and downstream GT’s in 
accordance with their procedures. 


 
Possible solutions were suggested such as sanctions on the AE/CP. However it was 
agreed that this was not an option, as the FM144 process does not include a 
registered AE or CP. 


 
DM informed the meeting that UIPs often have difficulty knowing who to contact 
and or how the information is to be conveyed. If a UIP submits a whereabouts to 
the adopting iGT the UIP considers that to be the notification, this is not always 
acceptable. It was agreed there needs to be clarity in what the GTs want and 
where things need to be sent.  


 
Further issues such as the possibility of a UIP using the upstream network owner’s 
FM144 process to commission a meter manifold being adopted by an iGT was 
discussed but it was reiterated that this should not be the case, and that 
commissioning a meter manifold requires a RO with the adopting network owner. 


 
It was agreed that LR would propose a review of section 7 for the next version of 
GIG 2 to clearly state the requirement for the UIPs to retain evidence of notification 
to both parties on site so that this can be confirmed on every connection LR 
attend. It was also agreed that the iGTs would provide a contact email address to 
LR for circulation to the UIPS for all notifications. 


 
4. Acceptance of previous minutes and matters arising   
The previous minutes were accepted as a true record of events and it was also 
agreed that this would be item 3 in the next meeting and would not follow the LR 
report as requested during previously. 
 
4.1 Matters arising – Training related issues 
The outstanding actions were discussed, and details of the discussions are included 
below. 
 
It was explained that there are four competency related actions outstanding that 
COVID 19 restrictions had impacted as follows: - 


1. Operatives Referencing scheme 
2. EUSR NCO(G) Self lay / Distribution pathway 
3. City and Guilds Qualification 6028 Network Construction Operations - 


Nearing the end of life 
4. Supervisor Training 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL 
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No progress had been made due to Covid restrictions and that once workload 
allows this will be pursued from Mid-October. During Discussion it was agreed that 
GH would replace Mark Chapman in the team to discuss with EUSR. 
 
4.2 Material Issues 
The action related to a form of words that could be provided so that when 
suppliers provided new materials to a UIP, they can respond to that the supplier to 
confirm it is acceptable to the AiGT. Discussion as to the issues experienced by the 
UIPs and the correct forum for this debate ensued. Fundamentally the suppliers 
need to confirm that any fitting supplied should be approved by all GDNs and it 
was agreed that KJ and SL would raise at the forthcoming AiGT meeting and a 
form of words be passed to LR for circulation. 
 
4.3. IGEM/GL/6 Edition 3 
The outstanding action related to the requirements of IGEM/GL/6 edition 3 and the 
belief that the requirement for a permit to work for pressure testing greater than 
or equal to 3 bar was in fact an editing error.  
 
Discussions are ongoing with IGEM and the differing requirements of the GTs 
discussed. It was reiterated that LR would continue its current stance and that they 
would seek a Permit To Work on site unless there was documented agreement in 
place with the adopting GT to the contrary. 
 
5.0. Review of UIP Forum Minutes September 2020 
The minutes of the UIP forum meeting held on 15th September 2020 had been 
issued earlier and main points discussed as follows. 
 
5.1 Clarification of application of IGEM/GL/6 MOBs 
The UIPS requested clarification regarding the application of Appendix 4 of 
IGEM/GL/6 and the requirements for a Routine Op for testing and commissioning 
risers. 
 
During discussion it was shown that whilst not finalised, the current wording in the 
8th Working Draft of IGEM/G/5 States that commissioning of network pipelines 
shall be carried out in accordance with an authorised written procedure. See 
IGEM/GL/6 for further details. 
 
It was agreed that despite the wording in IGEM/GL/6 or the proposed wording in 
the Draft IGEM/G/5 document, testing and commissioning of risers in MOBs should 
be the subject of a RO as this would ensure the UIP consider the issues of carrying 
out a pressure test in an environment that could include confined spaces, other 
workers etc. 
 
 
 


 
 
GH/DM/LT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KJ/SL 
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5.2 - Projects are encountering issues with DN asset records being incorrect. 
The issues related to the process of dealing with network owners when assets 
cannot be located or where an asset is found excessively shallow. There was 
general acceptance that work is required to improve processes across the industry 
but that all GDNs try to provide the most pragmatic, cost effective solution and 
there is not a “one size fits all” Solution.  
 
There was a general agreement that a 4 week lead time without a response is 
unacceptable. However it was reiterated that UIPS need to contact the relevant 
siteworks connection team by telephone once such an instance is identified on site 
rather than send an email to the dropbox as such an email could be missed. It was 
agreed that all the network owners would provide contact numbers for the 
sitework teams for circulating to the UIPs 
 
It was also agreed that Cadent would review their processes and the need for 
internal SLAs etc. as this process is not referenced in the network connections 
agreement.  
 
5.3 The need for Continuous Purge was raised by a network controller. 
LT informed the meeting that he had raised the issue with Les Harris, the 
IGEM/SR/22 Panel Chair who responded that the issue here has been raised on a 
number of occasions in the past and that the SR/22 panel, provided a response 
which is still valid. The fundamental basis of any purge is that it must be 
continuous otherwise you risk mixing of gasses if you stop, in which case you have 
to start the purge over again. 
 
The panel was reminded that purging a riser and manifolds is different in that the 
process involves purging the highest point, then purging the laterals from the 
ground up before purging the highest point once more. This being the case, it is 
the one instance when a purge does not need to be continuous. 
 
5.4 SCO Updates.  
The issues relating to Updating the SCO qualifications and the differing approaches 
being implemented by the GDNs were discussed. It was reiterated that EUSR had 
confirmed that although some cards have not been updated, all SCO qualifications 
have been extended to the 31st January 2021. Training for the trainers has been 
rolled out so this should resolve the issue moving forward. The panel was reminded 
of EUSR’s concern and should not be complacent as the deadline is not long away 
and there will be failures if too many operatives seek training in the last week of 
January. All companies need to be planning now if we are to meet this deadline 
 
During discussion it was stated that NGN no longer require a card to be provided 
as they now refer to the EU Skills web site but that other issues such as the wrong 
cards being submitted was often an issue. It was agreed that as part of the 
discussion with EUSR including the number on the rear of the card would be 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL 
 
 
 
FE 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LT/GH/DM 
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raised. 
  
5.5 MM1 & MM2 Forms  
The Issue of the MM1 and MM2 forms holding the operative’s date of birth and 
National insurance number and whether this gives UIPs an issue with GDPR was 
discussed.  
 
During discussion it was confirmed that the requirement for GDNs to hold D.O.B 
and NI information was they all use an old database that predates GDPR. It was 
stated that you can raise a registration without a D.O.B but you must have a 
National Insurance number as this proves a person’s eligibility to work in the UK. It 
was also explained that some GDNs are looking to update their systems which 
could resolve any issues. The GDN attendees agreed to review their arrangements. 
 
During discussion the panel agreed that holding this data does not cause GDPR 
issues, as the data is relevant, needs to be held and that part of the registration 
process requires the signing of an authority to circulate form.  
 
6. Design Qualification  
Develop has raised the issue that the current city and Guilds 5831-80 qualification 
in gas network design is to lose its Ofqual status as there are insufficient numbers 
and there needs to be consideration of the impact on requirements in GIG 2. 
 
It was agreed that the current qualification is unlikely to be sufficient for the new 
Gas in flats design scopes and the current C&G qualification will need to be 
reviewed in line with the new Engineering competency framework being 
developed following Grenfell. It was also explained that IGEM are developing a Gas 
Passport for recording competence of those involved in design through to 
operatives carrying out the construction. It was agreed that this will be part of the 
competency discussion with EUSR and others. 
   
7 Version 5.3 of GIG 2 additional scopes for MOBs 
The draft version of GIG 2 had been issued prior to the meeting and no further 
amendments were tabled.  
 
It was reiterated that Version 5.3 will be hosted prior to January 1st, 2021 for 
implementation by March 31st, 2021. The expectation is that after implementation, 
those constructing new or in-flight projects will hold the accreditation scope and 
that scope extensions will be requested from January 2021. 
 
The process will be a traditional scope extension involving an office visit to review 
the procedures followed by the subsequent site visit to confirm the operability of 
procedures. At this stage it is not expected that the additional scope would result 
in additional surveillance visits, however, there would be an expectation that the 
scope is included in the existing CCCR Surveillance visits throughout the three year 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LK/TH/CD 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
LT/DM/GH 
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cycle and that failure to witness the scope activity throughout the three year cycle 
would result in the scope dropping to partial at recertification.   
 
8. AOB 
8.1 HS2 - Projects need for GIRS Full Accreditation 
The background the HS2 act and the licence arrangements for diversion works 
were discussed and it was reiterated that LR have no issue carrying out surveillance 
visits in a similar manner to NERS and WIRS arrangements. 
 
The issue is that GIRSAP have traditionally stated that GIRS is a new connection 
model with UIPs working to new connection agreements whereas HS2 diversions 
are a GDN contract arrangement and the GIRS registration is a tender qualification 
requirement. 
 
TH agreed to discuss the issue with Cadent procurement. 
 
9. Date of Next Meeting 
The dates for next year’s Meetings have previously been agreed as follows: 
 
GIRS UIP Forum   – 19th January, 18th May & 14th September 2021 
GIRSAP                 – 9th February, 8th June & 28th September 2021 
 
During discussion it was agreed that the next GIRSAP meeting is once again to be a 
Teams Meeting. 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TH 


  
 







Working together
for a safer world


GIRS Advisory Panel – Meeting 


Wednesday 30th September 2020, 10:00am Microsoft Teams Meeting.







• 1. Welcome and Introductions and Apologies for Absence


• 2. Election of a New Chairperson


• 3. Lloyds Register Report – Surveillance Visit Feedback


• 4. Acceptance of Previous Minutes 


• 4.1 Matters Arising from previous minutes


• 5. Review of UIP Forum Minutes May 2020


• 6. Design qualification 


• 7. Future GIG 2 Amendments - Additional Scope MOBS - TBC


• 8. AOB and Date of Next Meeting


GIRS Advisory Panel Meeting - Agenda







1. Welcome and Introductions and Apologies for Absence


2. Election of new Chairperson


Mark Chapman has left ESP - We need to Elect a chairperson


The GIRSMG T.O.R. states


“Membership of the group will be formed with representatives of the


following. The Chair, Vice Chair and Secretary are to be elected:”


Originally it was a Transco representative since then the Chair has been


from an IGT. But this is not mandated by the MOU


GIRS Advisory Panel Meeting







3. LLOYDS REGISTER REPORT


Summary


• Covid 19 caused most UIPs to suspend 


operations - Short term impact - Drop in 
availability for SVs. 


• Many UIPs ramping up activities – back on 


track.


• Only 2 Major Non Conformance so far this 
year


• Currently 171 companies on web site


• 50 currently at partial 


• 103 construction companies at full


• 9 design companies at full


• 7 PM companies at full


• 2 duplicates


Sept 2020 Report - GIRSAP


139 Site Surveillance visits completed


13 Recertification visits and 10 Partial to 


full Assessments have been completed


2 Major Deficiencies


134 Minor Deficiencies


52 visits with no deficiencies.


28 Partial Assessments (Not included in 
findings)


2019
185 surveillance visits and 28 Full, Partial 


or Recertification visits completed 


17 Major deficiencies were raised, 


116 Minor Deficiencies "







3. Surveillance visit feedback







3. Surveillance visit feedback


7a Work
Control &


Management
issues


7b
Communication
with adopting


GT issues


7c Work
Instruction


issues


7d Resource
issues


7e Site Safety
issues


7f Variation
Process issues


7g Equipment /
calibration


issues


7h Material
issues


7i Goods
receipt issues


7j Submission
of Completion


files issues


Comments 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Major 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
Minor 1 10 2 0 2 1 43 1 1 0
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Breakdown of sections with highest findings
7 Work Issue and Control 







3. Surveillance visit feedback


0 2 4 6 8 10


Has the Work been notified to the Adopting Gas


Transporter (Weekly wherebouts)?


Are all Cards In date and the appropriate


qualifications held. SCO, Streetworks, NCO(G)…


Are the appropriate Risk Assessments and method


statements available on site?


Are the pressure test stand pipes suitable,


serviceable and in calibration?


Is the appropriate PPE being worn?


Are cables PAT tested?


Are other utility plans Available on site?


Are the Top Tee clamps, suitable, serviceable and


in calibration?


Are the correct number of vent points in place?


Are they the correct size and type? (Purge vents…


Are two sets of Breathing Apparatus available and


in calibration?


Audit Failed items July 1st - Sept 25th


Failed (Total)







3. Surveillance visit feedback


Audit Responses (Failed / 
Total)


PRJ1109987180-2 / I & G Contractors / SGN 4 / 349


PRJ11100245344-1 / Argon Utility Solutions / Cadent 4 / 277


PRJ11100270571-1 / Energy Assets / SGN 3 / 264


PRJ11071722-4 / Shannon Pipe Contractors / E S Pipelines 3 / 312


PRJ11100232825-2 / Megson Utilities / Last Mile 3 / 331


PRJ1110014598-2 / GEM Environmental Building Services / Cadent 3 / 336


PRJ11100266075-1 / McAndrews Utilities & Civil Engineering / GTC 3 / 271


PRJ1110009428-3 / Nexus Utilities Ltd / E S Pipelines 2 / 302


PRJ11089645-6 / High Voltage Systems & Services / E S Pipelines 2 / 338


PRJ11086013-5 / Green Frog Gas Utilities / Cadent 2 / 287







3. Surveillance visit feedback


NB Office visits include, design visits, Re 


certification visits and any office based 


visit where numerous gas transporter data 


was provided as evidence.


Office Visits do not include Partial 


Assessment visits







4.0 Acceptance of previous minutes


4.1 Matters arising – Training related issues


• Operatives Referencing scheme


• ?? Geoff Harle(GH) agreed to attend the IGEM Meeting and report


back.


• EUSR NCO(G) Self lay / Distribution pathway


• City and Guilds Qualification 6028 Network Construction Operations -


Nearing the end of life


• Supervisor Training


No Progress due to Covid - Once workload allows this will be pursued from Mid


October


4.0 Acceptance of previous minutes







4.2 Matters arising – Material Issues


The action relates to suppliers bringing new materials to market. The


base level of assurance required is that all 4 GDNs would need to have


approved the fittings. Suppliers need to demonstrate this.


Keith Johnston (KJ) and MC to agree a form of words that specifies this


requirement for suppliers at the AiGT.


- Not received as yet – K. Johnstone can you supply?


4.0 Acceptance of previous minutes







4.3 Matters arising IGEM/GL/6 Edition 3


The action related to the requirements of IGEM/GL/6. KJ and the need for a


permit to work for all pressure testing greater than or equal to 3 bar.


Cadent Response. – Claire Wilcox – from Network Controller


Cadent do not register or approve competence for third party organizations to carry out


PTW. Instead – this is managed by the organizations own safety management systems that


they have in place.


As pressure testing is not live gas works and is carried out remote of the Cadent network


this is part of the preliminary works within the NRO for the connection.


The PTW requirement would be down to the individual organisations to assess on site.


4.0 Acceptance of previous minutes







4.4 Matters Arising Agreed Amendments to GIG 2


For the panel’s information, the agreed changes to GIG2 to have been issued to


the UIPs and Version 5.2 is hosted. Application is 1st January 2021


4.0 Acceptance of previous minutes







The minutes of the UIP Forum have been issued prior to the meeting and the 
main points discussed as follows:


5.1 UIPS are seeking confirmation with GIRSAP regarding the application of 
Appendix 4 of IGEM/GL/6 and the requirements for the RO 


requirements for testing and commissioning risers. The UIPs believe this 
to be a holding statement for the industry while awaiting confirmation 


of any specific requirements from Grenfell.


8th Working Draft of G5 States


15.1.4 Commissioning of network pipelines shall be carried out in 


accordance with an authorised written procedure. See IGEM/GL/6 for 
further details. 


5. Review of UIP Forum Minutes Sept 2020







5.2 - Projects are encountering issues with DN asset records being incorrect.


• Some networks are asking for deviation requests which seem to take 


longer to process. e.g. 


• An existing DN main found in the wrong position with a depth of cover 


of 350mm resulted in the network seeking a variation which was 


submitted and then further requesting a deviation to connect to the 
shallow pipe. This has taken 4 weeks thus far with no answer 
forthcoming.


Could the DN’s provide a more “agile” service when dealing with variations / 


deviations to minimise customer and road user inconvenience and costs? 


Perhaps a DN regional point of contact would be helpful? 


If/when TD101 is next reviewed there needs to be more emphasis on works 
continuing with due alacrity once a variation has been notified to the DN


5. Review of UIP Forum Minutes Sept 2020







5.3 The need for Continuous Purge was raised by a network controller.


LT Raised the issue with Les Harris, the IGEM/SR/22 Panel Chair who 


responded


“The issue here has been raised on a number of occasions in the past and 
we, the SR/22 panel, provided the attached response which is still valid. 
The fundamental basis of any purge is that it must be continuous 
otherwise you risk mixing of gasses if you stop, in which case you have to 
start the purge over again. See Attached SR22 Panel Response.”


5. Review of UIP Forum Minutes Sept 2020







5.4 SCO Updates. 


The issues relating to Updating the SCO qualifications and the differing 


approaches being implemented by the GDNs were discussed. It was stated 


that NGN require a card to be provided when the cards have not been 


updated but the SCO qualifications have been extended to the 31st 


January 2021.


Lucie Richie stated that EUSR are in discussions with the GDNs and 
hopefully now that training for the trainers has been rolled out this should 


resolve the issue.


She then reminded the meeting that we should not be complacent as 
January is not long away and there will be failures if too many operatives 


seek training in the last week of January. All companies need to be 


planning now if we are to meet this deadline


5. Review of UIP Forum Minutes Sept 2020







5.5 MM1 & MM2 Forms 


RC raised the Issue of the MM1 and MM2 forms holding the operative’s 


date of birth and National insurance number and whether this gives 


everyone an issue with GDPR. It was believed that Cadent are revisiting 


the issue as are some GTs.


GIRSAP are requested to comment.


5. Review of UIP Forum Minutes Sept 2020







5.5 Design


GIG 2 states


Persons engaged on the design of gas infrastructure shall be able to provide 


evidence of competence incorporating the necessary skills, knowledge and 
understanding of the design activity. 


Two approaches


• Incorporated Engineer 


• Each design engineer holds either the NVQ Level 4 Gas Network Engineering 


Management Design Qualification which is no longer available but still 


recognised, or the new City & Guilds 5831-80 qualification in Gas Network 


Design


• C&G qual


6. Design qualifications in GIG 2







• Insufficient numbers to retain an Ofqual approved CC&G qualification


Options 


• Retain a non Ofqual assesses C&G qualification


• Adopt an EUSR supported Scheme


6. Design qualifications in GIG 2







• Issued at the last meting Issued again as joining pack for this meeting 


• Any Comments, additions ammendments


• Is the panel happy to adopt?


7. Version 5.3 of GIG 2 – Gas In Flats







8. AOB & Date of next meeting


• AOB


• Next Meeting Details


• Provisional 2021 gas meeting dates have been proposed as follows.


GIRS UIP Forum   – 19th January, 18th May & 14th September 2021


GIRSAP                 – 9th February, 8th June & 28th September 2021
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Minutes of GIRS Providers Forum 


 


Lloyd’s Register EMEA, Tuesday 15
th
 September 2020 


Venue:  Microsoft Teams 


  


 


Attendees: 


Les Thomas (Chair) (LT) Lloyd’s Register  


David Wilkins (DW) AF Gas 


Barrie Collins (BC) PE Weldright 


Philip Rough (PR) Phoenix Utilities Ltd 


Eric Dodd (ED) Wilcock 


Shirley Course (SC) AF Gas 


Nigel Hodson (NH) EPL&R 


Peter Humphries (PH) Network Plus 


Ian Wilson (IWNG) National Grid UK Metering 


Dave Morgan (DM) Morland Utilities Ltd 


Simon Brown (SB) South East 


Graham Hill (GH) PN Daly 


Collin Willet (CW) J Murphy and Sons Ltd 


Roger Collier (RC) Aptus Utilities 


Robert Beavis (RB) Breckland Utility Solutions 


Lisa Kerford (LK) Aptus Utilities 


Stephen Maggs (SM) British Gas 


Kevin Keaney (KK) British Gas 


Avani Shah (AS)  British Gas. 


Katie Yates (KY) Matrix Networks Ltd 


Lucy Ritchie (LR) EUSR 


Daniel Worman (DW) GTC 


Louise Boccaccini (LB) Squire Energy 
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Minutes of Meeting 


 


1. Welcome and Introductions 


The chair welcomed the new and regular attending UIP representatives to the first UIP Forum to 


be held using Microsoft Teams. He provided an overview of the agenda for the day and as this 


was the first time for holding the forum in this manner and thanked everyone in advance for their 


patience. 


 


2. Review and acceptance of Previous Minutes and outstanding actions 


 


The minutes from the UIP providers Forum held on Tuesday 14
th
 January 2020 were forwarded to 


the attendees prior to the meeting. They were acknowledged as being a true record of events. The 


outstanding actions were discussed as follows: 


 


LT apologised to the forum that the four outstanding actions regarding qualifications, competency 


and EUSR had not been progressed due to COVID-19. Discussions with Lucy Ritchie had 


commenced, and it was hoped a meeting would be held in November to progress. The following 


4 actions would be addressed in this November meeting. 


 


2.3.  EUSR NCO(G) Self lay / Distribution pathway  


2.4 City and Guilds Qualification 6028 Network Construction Operations - Nearing the end of 


life  


4.  Operatives Referencing scheme 


5.0  Supervisor Training 


 


2.6. IGEM/TD/4 Update 


 


LT informed the meeting that following the GTDC meeting, where direction had been requested, 


it was agreed that the exact legal position of not following BS EN 12007 would be clarified. IGEM 


have commissioned their legal advisors but as yet a response has not been forthcoming. 


 


2.7.  IGEM/G/5 Update 


LT informed the meeting that progress on the G5 panel is ongoing and the wording and 


responses have been agreed in according with the 700 or so responses. There has been a delay in 


phase II of the Grenfell enquiry and some details are being finalised prior to a final read through.  


 


3. Review of the June 2020 GIRSAP Minutes  


 


The GIRSAP Minutes from 9
th
 June 2020 had been forwarded to the attendees prior to the 


meeting and the main points discussed as follows. 


 


3.1 Material Issues 


UIPs are reminded that it is incumbent on them to demonstrate compliance and traceability of 


pipe and fittings installed on any gas network. For this reason, the base level of assurance required 


is that all 4 GDNs would need to have approved the fittings. The suppliers would need to 


demonstrate this. A form of words that specifies this requirement for suppliers has been agreed at 


the AiGT and was to be provided. This is still awaited. 
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3.2 - IGEM/GL/6 edition 3 and the requirement for PTW for any test 3 bar or greater 


The action related to the requirements of IGEM/GL/6 and the belief that the requirement for a 


permit to work (PtW) for pressure testing greater than or equal to 3 bar was in fact an editing 


error and the permit to work requirement was in fact for pressure tests in excess of 3 bar. 


 


During discussion at the GIRSAP, it was clear that some of the GL/6 Panel Members were 


“Diametrically opposed to this view” and that the PtW was mandatory.  


The Independent Network Association Technical committee has therefore requested IGEM to 


change the document. 


 


During the GIRSAP meeting it was agreed that until IGEM respond to the INA Technical 


Committee request, Lloyd’s Register (LR) would seek a PtW for all tests ≥ 3Bar, or if there is no 


PtW in place, evidence that the adopting iGT have agreed to obviate the need for a PtW (subject 


to a suitable risk assessment) would be sought. Where no PtW or agreement is in place, this will 


result in a Minor non-conformance being issued. 


 


UIP Forum Update 


There was a consensus that most UIPs have established a safe system of work with AEs and CPs 


for managing pressure testing at ≥ 3Bar. Alternatives were suggested such as those operatives 


with SCO4 and 5 being able to issue a permit to the team leader etc. and that some GTs have 


specified a RO rather than a PtW. The inclusion of the Test procedure as an appendix to the NRO 


was also agreed as being good practice.  It was stated all these options would be acceptable to 


Lloyd’s Register provided, there was a defined process and the competency assessments in place 


adequately covered the arrangements.   


 


LT was also asked to confirm with GIRSAP the application of Appendix 4 of IGEM/GL/6 and the 


requirements for the RO requirements for testing and commissioning risers. The UIPs believe this 


to be a holding statement for the industry while awaiting confirmation of any specific 


requirements from Grenfell. 


 


3.3 GIG 2 Amendments – Technical Advisor Version 5.2   June 2020 


 


The following amendments to GIG 2 were discussed.  


4.1  Requirement added to confirm the competence of the TA to the adopting utilities at 


least annually. 


4.1 Requirement added to confirm general competencies to the adopting utilities at least 


annually 


4.2.2 Requirement to document PI arrangements when a consultant TA is appointed 


  


4.2.4 Clarification that the need to employ a Technical Advisor and Supervisors with the 


competencies and qualifications detailed in section 4.2.3 also applies to CNRB 


Providers. 


7.1.7 Requirement for the provider to retain records of the 10% AE audits carried out by a 


contracted AE resource. 


7.1.7 Requirement for any contracted AE to be available for the duration of all authorised 


procedures.  


 


This will be GIG 2 v5.2 to be hosted September 2020 for compliance from January 1st, 2021 
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The forum was reminded that PI costs appear to escalate the moment Hot Works are included and 


the all should be aware of that. 


  


Finally, it was stated that GIG 2 Version 5.3 is currently in draft where the changes include 


additional scopes for the design and construction of Multi-occupancy buildings. It was explained 


that the new scopes cover manifolds and risers but did not cover services terminating at individual 


meters at the perimeter of the building. 


 


A useful discussion ensued around qualifications and competence. In particular the forum was 


reminded that for risers, Service layers do not normally have sufficient training to test at 350mbar, 


there is a competency framework currently being worked through by IGEM and a new Register of 


Engineers is being developed by the Engineering council. It was also explained that the 


Professional Development Panel has also been called upon to inform the framework. It was 


explained that BC is a member of the PDP and will report back to the forum on progress. 


 


3.4.  Lloyds Register Annual scheme rates increase 


In accordance with clause 7.2.9 of the GIRS MOU it is incumbent on LR to seek the GIRSMG 


acceptance of proposed increases in assessment costs. The agreed formula was described and the 


rationale behind the 2% increase for 2020 was explained. The 2% increase was agreed, and the 


rate will increase from £930 to £948 for implementation from July 1
st
 


 


3.4 LR Reporting 


It was explained that the GTs are seeking more granularity regarding findings, eg . What 


companies have repeated/most findings etc. 


 


Redacted examples of the data that could be provided such as the ten visits with the most findings 


etc. for any given period were presented to demonstrate the kind of information that is to be 


dicussed. The UIPs suggested that they did not want the worst 10 performers presented, but that 


they wished to see all companies listed as this would also show the best performing UIPs. LT to 


pursue but confirmed GIRSAP want us to detail the type of surveillance visits, what was seen, and 


some evidence of the UIPs compliance with arranging Surveillance visits 


 


3.5 Weekly Whereabouts. 


The UIPS were reminded the requirements of IGEM/TD101 which states “The UIP shall submit a 


programme of works (Whereabouts) to the adopting GT on a weekly basis. This shall be provided 


in advance of commencement of operations to enable the adopting GT to undertake independent 


site audits.” and that “all connections shall be notified to both the upstream and downstream 


GT’s in accordance with their procedures.” 


 


During discussion it was stated that frequently RO/NROs are signed and returned by the UNWO 


but that often there is no response from the adopting GT. UIPS needed to know if they should 


stop work. During discussion it was explained that the UIPs often find themselves chasing a 


response. There was a general consensus that the requirement is to notify the adopting GTs but 


that no response should not prohibit the connection going ahead unless the notification period 


was excessively short. It was also explained that currently, ESP do not appear to have a network 


controller and people on the switchboard are not aware of the requirements. If you get through 


to the answer machine it does not state ESP so the teams do not know if they have contacted the 


correct number.   
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3.6 Completion Files 


The issue of timeliness and quality of completion files/packs submitted to the iGTs was discussed 


and the UIPs are reminded of the need to ensure completion packs are submitted in a timely 


fashion. Consequently, GIRSAP requested that LR review any unpaid asset values during office 


visits to establish compliance with the need to submit completion files. 


 


There was a general consensus that some GTs seem not to want to pay and the GDNs are not 


responding at all. It was explained that recently SGN has issued a rejection for a completion file 


sent 5 years ago and recently Cadent asked for the length of a dual service installed and 


completion file sent 4 years ago.  


 


There was a general consensus that obviously the transfer of information is an inherent 


requirement of the adoption process but the UIPs asked GIRSAP to be reminded that information 


requests are reciprocal and examples of responses to as laid information requests being excessive 


were also described. 


 


ADDENDUM TO MEETING - ISSUE RAISED BY SH prior to meeting - Apologies - Not discussed 


Quite a large number of projects are encountering issues with DN asset records being incorrect. 


Whilst the variation process works quite well, some networks are asking for deviation requests 


which seem to take longer to process. e.g. An existing DN main found in the wrong position with 


a depth of cover of 350mm resulted in the network seeking a variation which was submitted and 


then further requesting a deviation to connect to the shallow pipe. This has taken 4 weeks thus 


far with no answer forthcoming. 


 


Could the DN’s provide a more “agile” service when dealing with variations/deviations to minimise 


customer and road user inconvenience and costs? Perhaps a DN regional point of contact would 


be helpful?  


 


If/when TD101 is next reviewed there needs to be more emphasis on works continuing with due 


alacrity once a variation has been notified to the DN 


 


4. Purging Concerns raised by Steve Hayden (SH) 


SH was recently challenged by a DN Network Controller via phone call from site about the purging 


sequence within an authorised & cleared CSEP RO which also included several purge points on site 


on IGT adopted mains. The NC was asking why the purge was continuous and the 2
nd
 purge point 


was opened before the 1
st
 Purge point was closed. His view was this released more gas to the 


atmosphere than would be the case if we purged to PP1, closed it and then proceeded to PP2 to 


continue purging. Etc. 


 


LT Raised the issue with Les Harris, the IGEM/SR/22 Panel Chair who responded  


The issue here has been raised on a number of occasions in the past and we, the SR/22 panel, 


provided the attached response which is still valid. The fundamental basis of any purge is that it 


must be continuous otherwise you risk mixing of gasses if you stop, in which case you have to 


start the purge over again. See Attached SR22 Panel Response. 


 


5. MP - Pressure Testing 


LR were recently called to carry out an investigation into a company that had difficulty in 


preparing a Pressure Test certificate following a medium pressure test. 


 


Key Learning points 
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• Ensure the CP witnesses the completed test certificate on site, that the pass criteria have 


been established in advance and confirms the test has passed. 


o It is recommended that this is a requirement of any written procedure. 


• Ensure those completing the test certificate fully understand - Initial pressurisation, 


settlement time, Test On and Test off and the impacts on the Creep allowance if you 


extend or shorten the settlement period.  


• If you get this wrong, you can and will be made to de-commission your pipe, re – test and 


re-commission the pipe. 


 


LT thanked Colin Steer of Cadent who has provided some very good training information and 


questionnaires for circulation with these minutes. 


 


6.0 Lloyds Register Report 


It was stated that to date, 129 Surveillance visits, 13 Recertification visits, 28 Partial Assessments 


and 10 Partial to Full Assessments have been completed this year. 


 


The visits have resulted in 2 Major Deficiencies and 130 Minor Deficiencies. 48 visits have been 


completed with no deficiencies (61 During 2019). 


 


LT thanked the UIPs as the Major Deficiencies were reducing year on year 2018 (17) 2019 (6), 


2020 YTD - (2).  


The Two major deficiencies identified were related to pressure test equipment and the lack or 


failure of the relief valve. 


 


 A general discussion ensued, and LT described the findings and described the current areas of 


concern. He explained that Lloyd’s Register continue to see an issue with operatives not cross 


hatching the pipe prior to scraping and stated that if the operatives do not cross hatch when a LR 


representative is there, we can only assume that the operative is doing this when a supervisor is 


there and this is not corrected.  


 


During discussion BC reminded the forum of the importance of cross hatching and that this is on 


the HSE inspection criteria. He also reminded the forum of the issues with using alcohol wipes and 


the failures that arise. Examples of operative comments were described and the areas of repeated 


failures (top tee spigots not being scraped etc).   


 


It was stated that the culture needed to change and that UIP community has a major part to play 


in that change. The forum was asked to take that on board. 


 


7 Bulletins Received 


Finally the following bulletins are issued with these minutes  


 


• SGN SEI 692 Temporary suspension of PE Risers by SGN 


• EB694 Operational Alert - Failure of Network Supply Entry Point (Cadent) 


• https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/assets/docs/loler-pssr-during-outbreak.pdf 


• https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/work-equipment-coronavirus.htm 


 


 


8.  A.O.B 


8.1  SCO Updates. The issues relating to Updating the SCO qualifications and the 


differing approaches being implemented by the GDNs were discussed. It was stated 



https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/assets/docs/loler-pssr-during-outbreak.pdf

https://www.hse.gov.uk/news/work-equipment-coronavirus.htm
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that NG require a card to be provided when the cards have not been updated but 


the SCO qualifications have been extended to the 31
st
 January 2021 


 


Lucie Richie stated that EUSR are in discussions with the GDNs and hopefully now 


that training for the trainers has been rolled out this should resolve the issue. She 


confirmed that in order to ease the industry burden of the scheme transfer 


arrangements and COVID 19 restrictions ALL SCO qualifications have been 


extended until January 31
st
, 2021. She then reminded the meeting that we should 


not be complacent as January is not long away and there will be failures if too 


many operatives seek training in the last week of January. All companies need to 


be planning now if we are to meet this deadline.  


 


 8.2  RC raised the Issue of the MM1 and MM2 forms holding the operative’s date of 


birth and National insurance number and whether this gives everyone an issue with 


GDPR. It was believed that Cadent are revisiting the issue as are some GTs. 


 


GIRSAP are requested to comment. 


 


8.3  Clarification of the publication and compliance dates for GIG 2 version 5.2 and 5.3 


were requested and it was explained that GIG 2 5.2 was to be hosted following 


this meeting for Compliance by 1
st
 January 2021 and 5.3 was to be Issued by 31


st
 


December 2020 for compliance by 1
st
 April 2021. 


 


This being the case it was requested if the draft version of 5.3 could be circulated 


with these minutes however it was stated that these would be circulated once the 


GIRSAP had given their final approval in two weeks. 


 


  


 


9. Next Meeting Details 


 The provisional Dates for the 2021 Meetings to be agreed at GIRSAP were presented  


 


 


GIRS UIP Forum   – 19th January, 18th May & 14th September 2021 


GIRSAP                 – 9th February, 8th June & 28th September 2021 


 


 






Construction Plan



				GT Reference		UIP Name		Team Leader		Contact Number		TL EUSR No.		Site Location 		Developer Name		Work Type		Pipe Size		Pressure Tier		NRSWA Notice		SCO Permit		Phase of Operation		Chainage		Start Date		Finish Date		Comments

				110011111		Joe Bloggs Ltd		Joe Blogs		07771234567		111111		35 Acacia Avenue, Hinckley, LE10 0NA		Joe Bloggs Construction		Mains & Services		180 PE		LP		XXXXXXX		RO/123456		Excavation		0-100		1/1/21		1/4/20

				110011111		Joe Bloggs Ltd		Joe Blogs		07771234567		111111		35 Acacia Avenue, Hinckley, LE10 0NA		Joe Bloggs Construction		Mains & Services		180 PE		LP		XXXXXXX		RO/123456		Install 180 PE Pipe		0-100		1/5/21		1/6/20

				110011111		Joe Bloggs Ltd		Joe Blogs		07771234567		111111		35 Acacia Avenue, Hinckley, LE10 0NA		Joe Bloggs Construction		Mains & Services		180 PE		LP		XXXXXXX		RO/123456		Backfill and Reinstate		0-100		1/7/20		1/9/20

				110011111		Joe Bloggs Ltd		Joe Blogs		07771234567		111111		35 Acacia Avenue, Hinckley, LE10 0NA		Joe Bloggs Construction		Mains & Services		180 PE		LP		XXXXXXX		RO/123456		Excavation		100-200		1/9/20		1/12/20

				110011111		Joe Bloggs Ltd		Joe Blogs		07771234567		111111		35 Acacia Avenue, Hinckley, LE10 0NA		Joe Bloggs Construction		Mains & Services		180 PE		LP		XXXXXXX		RO/123456		Install 180 PE Pipe		100-200		1/13/20		1/14/20

				110011111		Joe Bloggs Ltd		Joe Blogs		07771234567		111111		35 Acacia Avenue, Hinckley, LE10 0NA		Joe Bloggs Construction		Mains & Services		180 PE		LP		XXXXXXX		RO/123456		Install 63PE Service		Service 1 		1/14/20		1/14/20

				110011111		Joe Bloggs Ltd		Joe Blogs		07771234567		111111		35 Acacia Avenue, Hinckley, LE10 0NA		Joe Bloggs Construction		Mains & Services		180 PE		LP		XXXXXXX		RO/123456		Backfill and Reinstate		100-200		1/15/20		1/17/20

				110011111		Joe Bloggs Ltd		Joe Blogs		07771234567		111111		35 Acacia Avenue, Hinckley, LE10 0NA		Joe Bloggs Construction		Mains & Services		180 PE		LP		XXXXXXX		RO/123456		Pneumatic Strength & Tightness Test		0-200 & Service 1		1/18/20		1/18/20

				110011111		Joe Bloggs Ltd		Joe Blogs		07771234567		111111		35 Acacia Avenue, Hinckley, LE10 0NA		Joe Bloggs Construction		Mains & Services		180 PE		LP		XXXXXXX		RO/123456		Commissioning		0-200 & Service 1		1/18/20		1/18/20
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Whereabouts
Chainage Mark-up

Cadent ask that plans submitted alongside weekly whereabouts are marked up with Chainage to that start from the Point of Connection and finish at the ECV. 

This allows accurate tracking of works location back to the plans and undertaking of Audits at the correct location. 
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Presentation info in footer
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Whereabouts
Chainage Start
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Presentation info in footer
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Whereabouts
Chainage End
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Thank you
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